Generating $H^+$ in Catholyte and $OH^-$ in Anolyte: An Approach to Improve the Stability of Aqueous Zinc-Ion Batteries
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ABSTRACT: We used bipolar membranes (BMs) as separators in aqueous zinc-ion batteries to decouple the electrolyte, which increased the $H^+$ concentration in the catholyte and the $OH^-$ concentration in the anolyte when cycling starting. An ultra-long running time of $\sim 4440$ h was achieved due to the significantly enhanced $H^+$ insertion in the cathode and the formation of $\text{Zn}_{x}(\text{OTf})_y(\text{OH})_{2x-y} \cdot n\text{H}_2\text{O}$ protective layers on the zinc anode.

The booming global demand for large-scale energy storage, electric vehicles, and portable devices calls for energy storage devices possessing high safety, low cost, high energy density, and environmental friendliness. Aqueous zinc-ion batteries (AZIBs) meet the above requirements, and thus interest in them has been surging in recent years. However, the poor cycling stability of AZIBs hinders their further development severely. The main challenges are to construct highly stable cathodes that can withstand divalent $\text{Zn}^{2+}$ chemistry and solve severe zinc dendrite problems. Concerning the cathodes, the universal $\text{Zn}^{2+}/H^+$ co-insertion in AZIBs is discovered to cause an opposite change of lattice spacing, which enhances structural stability. On the other hand, protection of the Zn anode through surface modifications shows great potential for improving batteries’ stability. Strategies that can simultaneously enhance $H^+$ storage and protect the Zn anode would help construct ultra-stable AZIBs but are lacking. Moreover, the pH of the electrolyte has a significant effect on a battery’s cycling stability. Generally, mildly acidic or neutral aqueous electrolytes reduce Zn anode corrosion and facilitate $\text{Zn}^{2+}$ intercalation into the cathode, which improves AZIBs’ cycling stability. Unlike the conventional approaches, we decouple the acidity or alkalinity of the electrolyte in situ via a bipolar membrane (BM) separator. When a constant current is applied during cycling, the BM increases the $H^+$ concentration in the catholyte and leads to more pronounced $H^+$ insertion into the cathode, while it increases the $OH^-$ concentration in the anolyte and facilitates the formation of a $\text{Zn}_{x}(\text{OTf})_y(\text{OH})_{2x-y} \cdot n\text{H}_2\text{O}$ protective coating upon the zinc anode, which effectively suppresses the zinc dendrite formation.

Moreover, different from previous works using a BM to separate two different electrolytes, we use only one kind of electrolyte while the BM separator functions as a “pump” to generate $H^+$ in the catholyte and $OH^-$ in the anolyte. Modifying the separator’s polarity provides an efficient and facile way to promote the leapfrog development of AZIBs.

A VO$_2$ nanosheets/rGO composite (VO$_2$rGO) was synthesized and served as cathode (Supporting Information, Figures S1 and S2). Next, CR2016 coin-type cells were assembled with VO$_2$rGO as the cathode, zinc foil the anode, 3 M Zn(OTf)$_2$ aqueous solution the electrolyte, and BM and glass fiber (GF) as the separators, respectively, to investigate the electrochemical performance (the cell with bipolar membrane is denoted as BMC and that with glass fiber as GFC). We observed that the catholyte’s pH was $\sim 4.4$ for GFC and 3.8 for BMC after cycling (Figure S4), revealing that the BM successfully increased the $H^+$ concentration in the catholyte.
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Remarkably, during the first discharge, BMC exhibited a high capacity of 764 mAh g\(^{-1}\). During the first charge, the VO\(_2\) surface was covered by Zn\(_x\)(OTf)\(_y\)(OH)\(_{2x-y}\)\(\cdot\)nH\(_2\)O (the product of H\(^+\) insertion\(^{11}\), Figure S5) at 0.67 V and Zn(OTf)\(_2\) at 0.69 V (Figure S6), suggesting the \(\sim 0.68\) V platform was related to H\(^+\) extraction and thus the O1/R1 peaks in Figure 1a could be attributed to H\(^+\) storage. Note that the O2/R2 and O3/R3 peaks in BMC (Figure 1a) are consistent with Ji’s research\(^{12}\), which can also be attributed to H\(^+\) storage. During the next cycle, the much higher reversible capacity of the BMC (540 mAh g\(^{-1}\)) than the GFC (305 mAh g\(^{-1}\)) can be attributed to enhanced H\(^+\) storage (Figure 1c). Moreover, the two elongations in the charge/discharge curves of BMC compared to GFC correspond to the additional O1/R1 and O3/R3 peaks in Figure 1a compared to Figure 1b. Interestingly, the in situ XRD patterns showed that the VO\(_2\) (401) and (112) peaks have almost no shift during cycling of the BMC (Figure S8). As H\(^+\) insertion led to lattice expansion and Zn\(^{2+}\) insertion led to lattice contraction\(^{9}\), the enhanced H\(^+\) insertion in the BMC can be matched with a large amount Zn\(^{2+}\) insertion to thus maintain a more stable VO\(_2\) lattice during cycling.

On the other hand, the OH\(^-\) generated by the BM was selectively transported to the anode chamber. Note that the Zn anode was clinging to the BM separator, such that the generated OH\(^-\) would immediately participate in reaction (1):

\[
\text{Zn}^{2+} + \text{OH}^- + \text{Zn}(\text{OTf})_2 + 2\text{OH}^+ + n\text{H}_2\text{O} 
\leftrightarrow \text{Zn}_y(\text{OTf})_x(\text{OH})_{2x-y} + n\text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (1)
\]

\[
(2x-y) = 2 \quad (2)
\]

\[
\text{Zn}^{2+} + 2e^- + \text{Zn} \quad (3)
\]

From the above equations, the Zn plating/stripping (as well as the formation of zinc dendrite) is accompanied by the formation of Zn\(_y\)(OTf)\(_x\)(OH)\(_{2x-y}\)\(\cdot\)nH\(_2\)O on the battery’s anode in the BMC. Therefore, the zinc surface is covered by Zn\(_y\)(OTf)\(_x\)(OH)\(_{2x-y}\)\(\cdot\)nH\(_2\)O uniformly after cycling (Figure S10). Comparing SEM images in Figure 2b,c to Figure 2a, the Zn\(_y\)(OTf)\(_x\)(OH)\(_{2x-y}\)\(\cdot\)nH\(_2\)O is distributed smoothly and few zinc dendrite...
hotspots are observed. The sectional view also represents the regions of dispersed zinc dendrites, revealing that zinc dendrites pierce the \( \text{Zn}_n(\text{OTf})_2(\text{OH})_{2n-x}\cdot n\text{H}_2\text{O} \) layer slightly but their growth is inhibited. Zinc dendrites are thicker in the BMC (~40 \( \mu \text{m} \)) than in the GFM (~15 \( \mu \text{m} \)), indicating that the surface \( \text{Zn}_n(\text{OTf})_2(\text{OH})_{2n-x}\cdot n\text{H}_2\text{O} \) suppresses zinc dendrite growth. Moreover, Zn anodes after cycling in BMC and GFC present a silver gray and bright silver luster, respectively, corresponding to the uniformly distributed \( \text{Zn}_n(\text{OTf})_2(\text{OH})_{2n-x}\cdot n\text{H}_2\text{O} \) and severe zinc dendrites (optical images in Figure 2b,c).

As the stability of the cathode and anode are both enhanced, we achieved an ultra-long cycling performance. The capacity of BMC decays rapidly and remains at \( \sim 20 \text{ mAh g}^{-1} \) after 650 cycles due to the destruction of the cathode host caused by \( \text{Zn}^{2+} \) divalent chemistry and the severe zinc dendrites, while BMC retains a capacity of 50 mAh g\(^{-1}\) even after long-term cycling of 4500 cycles, corresponding to a running time of \( \sim 4440 \text{ h} \) (Figure 2d). Figure S11 exhibits the conformal charge/discharge curves for the 3000th, 4000th, and 4500th cycles of BMC, indicating the nearly unaltered electrochemistry after cycling. Note that in most cases, AZIBs can be operated steadily for a short time of less than 100 cycles under deep charging/discharging conditions.\(^{13-15}\)

In conclusion, we surprisingly achieved an ultra-long running time of \( \sim 4440 \text{ h} \) for AZIBs through generating \( \text{H}^+ \) in the catholyte and \( \text{OH}^- \) in the anolyte via BM separators. Further development and comprehension of the bipolar separators will be significant in the future.
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